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Introduction.
Let u be a function harmonic in the half space R; = {x =(Xi,...,^);^ >0}
and satisfying the condition :
for any bounded open set G C R^ , where p > 1 and a < p -1. For { G 3 R; , 7 > 1 and a > 1 , set T\a,a)= {jceR;;|;c-S|<^}.
The existence of nontangential limits of u, that is, the limit of u(x) as x-> $, xGT^(^,fl), was studied by Carleson [1] (n = p = 2 and 0 < a < 1), Wallin [10] (p = 2 and 0 < a < 1) and Mizuta [6] in the present situation.
Recently Cruzeiro [2] proved the existence of limu(x) as x-^ ^» x^.T^ (^,a) , for a harmonic function ^ satisfying (1) with p = n and a = 0. The existence of such limits for Green potentials in R^ was obtained by Wu [11] . Taking these results into account, we give the following theorem :
THEOREM . -Let u be a function harmonic in R^ and satisfying (1) with p > 1 and a < p -1 .
(i) // n -p + a > 0, then for each 7 > 1 there exists a set E^ C 3R; such that K^-p^-a) (E-y) = 0 and
x -^.x€ET^a,a)
exists and is finite for any $ G 3R^ -E^ and any a > 1 .
(ii) // ^ -p + a = 0, then there exists a set E C 3Rŝ uch that By^p p (E) = 0 and (2) exists and is finite for anŷ E 3 R^ -E, any 7 > 1 and any a > 1 .
inite for any S^9R" .
Here H^ denotes the ^-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and BQ the Bessel capacity of index (j8,p) (cf. [3] ). In view of Remark. -The same result as in the theorem is also valid for a domain Sl for which any function v satisfying
n can be extended to a function satisfying (3) with Sl replaced by R" , where 5(x) denotes the distance from x to 3S2. The special Lipschitz domains in [9; Chap. VI] are typical examples of n. Then B^,(B,)=0.
Lemmas.
Next we prove the following technical result.
Proof. -Let x^ = (0,. . ., 0, 1). By change of variables we see that the left hand side is equal tô Remark. -If p -a > n, then one sees that E' is empty. Then we have Bi_^pp(E')=0 on account of Lemma 5. We also define A^ and Bp with f(y) = | grad w(y)f \y^ ^ . By Lemmas 1 and 2, we see that H^(A^)= 0 and B^y (B )= 0. First suppose n -p + a > 0. Let 7 > 1 be given. We shall show that (2) exists and is finite for any
SG3R;-(E'UA^_^)
and any a > 1 . Let { G 3 R; ~ (E' U A^ _ ^^). Take N>1 such that ^B^N), and let 0^ be a function in C^(R") such that <t>^ = 1 on B(0,2N) and 0N = 0 on R" -B(0,3N). Set w^=0^w. Then w^ is ^-precise on R" and satisfieŝ
N^)=^.S/(^i-R2)^-^)-^L^ for^GR:.
where c is a constant, R^O) = log(l/|x|) if n = 2 and R^(.v) = l^l 2 "" if M > 3. In fact, since w^ is continuously differentiable on R^ , the right hand side is continuous on Râ nd the required equality holds for any x € R^ on account of Ohtsuka [8 ; Theorem 9.11]. which is finite. '
If ^-p4-a=0, then we can prove that (2) exists and is finite for any S E 3R; -(E'U Bp), any 7>1 and any a > 1.
If n -p + a < 0, then E' is empty, so that similar arguments yield the required assertion with the aid of Lemma 4.
Remarks.
Remark l.-If p>^z, p -a-n> 0 and M is a locally p-precise function on R^ satisfying (1), then u(x) has a finite limit as x --> ^, x E R; , for any ^ E 9 R; . Remark 2. -Nagel, Rudin and Shapiro [7] studied tangential behaviors of functions of the form (P^*(K^))Oc'), x ==(x\^)GR;, where P is the Poisson kernel in R^ , K is a nonnegative kernel, which is radial and decreasing, and g is a function in L^R"" 1 ). The function in our theorem has a boundary value in the Lipschitz space Aj^CR"" 1 ) with | 3 = 1 -(a + l)/p locally, provided -Ka<p+l (cf. [9; Chap. VI, § §4.3, 4.5]). We do not know whether functions / in Aj^^R"" 1 ) can be written as / = K * g, where K is an appropriate kernel function which is determined independently of / and g E L^R"" l ).
If ^ei/^R"), j3=l-(a+l)/p and -1 < a < p -1, Proof. -Since Bi_^pp(E)=0, we can find a nonnegative function /€ L" such that
for any (x',0)€E. As seen above, P^ * F(x') satisfies (1)'. Take a, , b^ and c, such that 0<ai < 1, 0<&i <ci < 1 and P^ * F^ (^') > 1 for Qc', 0) € E, where
We proceed inductively and obtain {^.}, {6} and {c^} such that 0 < a,^ < a,, 0 any (x',0)£E. Since u satisfies (1)' and is harmonic in R'; , u is the required function.
Remarks-Let p>l, p-n<<x<p-l and a>-l. Then we can find a function u harmonic in R; and satisfying the following conditions : (i) u has a finite nontangential limit at 0; 
